Automatic polyp frame screening using patch based combined feature and dictionary learning.
Polyps in the colon can potentially become malignant cancer tissues where early detection and removal lead to high survival rate. Certain types of polyps can be difficult to detect even for highly trained physicians. Inspired by aforementioned problem our study aims to improve the human detection performance by developing an automatic polyp screening framework as a decision support tool. We use a small image patch based combined feature method. Features include shape and color information and are extracted using histogram of oriented gradient and hue histogram methods. Dictionary learning based training is used to learn features and final feature vector is formed using sparse coding. For classification, we use patch image classification based on linear support vector machine and whole image thresholding. The proposed framework is evaluated using three public polyp databases. Our experimental results show that the proposed scheme successfully classified polyps and normal images with over 95% of classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision. In addition, we compare performance of the proposed scheme with conventional feature based methods and the convolutional neural network (CNN) based deep learning approach which is the state of the art technique in many image classification applications.